ABSTRACT A novel hybrid fault diagnosis method based on ensemble empirical mode decomposition and weighted adaptive multi-scale morphological analysis (WAMMA) is proposed to detect the early damage of gearboxes. In this method, we propose a characteristic frequency ratio (CFR) method to determine the weighted coefficient for each scale of AMMA. First, multiple scales are obtained using the AMMA method. Second, the weighted coefficient of each scale in the AMMA method is calculated using the CFR. Third, the final results can be obtained by multiplying the weighted coefficients and filtering results with all scales. Since the performance of each scale of AMMA is evaluated using the CFR, the demodulation ability can be effectively improved. However, the WAMMA is easily disturbed by heavy noise when extracting early fault feature directly. A method combined EEMD with the WAMMA is proposed. The effectiveness of the proposed method has been verified using two experimental vibration signals of gearboxes. The results demonstrate that the proposed method has a superior performance in the extraction of weak fault characteristics of gearboxes in comparison with the WAMMA and EEMD-AMMA methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Gearboxes are important and common transmission components in rotating machinery. If damage occurs on gear during operating condition, it may lead to unpredicted productivity loss and enormous maintenance costs. Therefore, how to extract the weak fault signature is an important topic for early fault diagnosis of gearbox [1] - [5] .
Vibration-based analysis method has been widely accepted in the fault diagnosis of gearboxes [6] - [10] . However, the gear with early fault may generate the fault symptoms with low amplitude, which is easily immersed in the strong noises [11] - [13] . This results in the difficulty in the early fault signature extraction. Many vibration processing techniques have been developed to extract fault independent frequency components and improve the signal noise ratio (SNR), such as spectral kurtosis [14] , wavelet transform (WT) [15] and empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [16] . However, these methods have moderate performance in the early fault detection [17] , due to the lack of self-adaptability and mode mixing problem of EMD [18] - [21] . EEMD is firstly proposed by Wu and Huang [22] , which can effectively reduce the mode mixing problem. In this paper, EEMD is employed to preprocess the vibration signal, which can generate a series of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) [23] - [25] . Then, we select the IMFs with rich fault information to reconstruct the main component for further analysis. With the help of EEMD, the noise related components can be effectively removed and the fault signature can be highlighted.
However, direct application of EEMD is difficult to detect fault frequency, a demodulation method is required to extract the hidden fault features from the denoised signal. Mathematical morphology proposed by Serra, has been widely applied due to its adaptive and robust performance in extracting positive and negative impulses [26] . Mathemat-ical morphology is a time domain and nonlinear analysis method, mostly used in image processing [26] . Mathematical morphology can alter the geometric structure of vibration signals through structure elements (SEs). Because the feature information is hidden in multiscale, multiscale morphological analysis (MMA) is applied to extract morphological features over multiscale [27] . Li et al. [28] demonstrated that multiscale morphological analysis had better performance than original MA method. Based on the multiscale morphological analysis, AMMA was developed by Zhang et al. [29] . However, AMMA still has some problems in the weak fault extraction. The periodical fault impulses cannot be extracted comprehensively through the AMMA analysis. In this paper, the weighted adaptive multiscale morphological analysis (WAMMA) is proposed based on AMMA. Based on the merits of EEMD and WAMMA, a hybrid approach for weak fault feature extraction is proposed in this study. Two experimental signals are used to verify the advantage of proposed method in weak feature extraction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes EEMD method. Section 3 introduces the detailed procedures of WAMMA method. In Section 4, the EEMD and WAMMA (EEMD-WAMMA) method is provided. Section 5 applies the proposed method to analyze the two experimental vibrations signals of gearboxes and verify the weak fault signatures extraction ability of EEMD-WAMMA. Conclusion is showed in Section 6.
II. ENSEMBLE EMPIRICAL MODE DECOMPOSITION A. ALGORITHM OF EEMD
EEMD method is developed to overcome the defect of mode mixing in EMD by adding the white noise. The detailed steps of EEMD are summarized as follows:
(1) Determine the number of ensemble M and the amplitude of white noise A (2) Obtain a new signal by adding the white noise n m (t) into the original signal
where x m (t) is the obtained new signal with m-th white noise, x(t) is the original signal, n m (t) is the m-th white noise, where
Decompose the obtained signal x m (t) into a set of IMFs as expressed in Eq.(2).
where c m,k (t) is the IMFs, K is the number of IMFs and r m,K (t) is the residue. (4) Repeat the above steps M times and a set of ensemble of IMFs can be obtained using Eq.(3) as follows: where c m (t) is the m-th IMF, while m = 1, 2, . . . , M and k = 1, 2, . . . , K . The number of ensemble M and the amplitude of the white noise A are two important parameters for EEMD method. In this paper, M is set 100, A is set 0.2 standard deviation of the original signal according to [23] .
B. SELECTION OF IMFS
EEMD can decompose a complicated signal into a sum of IMFs. Some IMFs (main IMFs) contain the most important fault information, while the others may be associated with the interference components. In order to choose the main IMFs, an IMF selection method based on the correlation coefficients is used in this paper. There are two steps as follows. First, select the IMFs containing main fault information according to the IMF selection criterion. Second, reconstruct the component using the selected IMFs. Meanwhile, the effectiveness of correlation coefficients based IMF selection criterion has been proved using experimental signal in Ref. [30] .
Known that the main IMFs have relative good correlation with the original signal, resulting in a larger value of correlation coefficients µ i [30] . On the other hand, the pseudocomponents will have poor correlation with a lower value of correlation coefficients µ i . Therefore, the correlation coefficients µ i of IMFs and original signal can be considered as a criterion to choose the main IMFs. Details are explained as below.
(1) We calculate the correlation coefficients µ i (i = 1, 2, · · · , M , M is the number of IMFs) between IMFs and the original signal.
(2) To avoid eliminating some real IMFs with low amplitude, µ i should be normalized. Through the normalization, the correlation coefficients µ i of some real IMFs with low amplitude will be increased. The normalized formula is expressed as follows:
(3) All the obtained correlation coefficients are compared with a hard threshold. The threshold is expressed in Eq. (5) .
where η is bigger ratio factor. Here we set η = 10.0 following [30] in which the robustness of the method is validated through the experimental tests. The IMF selection criterion can be stated in Table 1 .
III. WEIGHTED ADAPTIVE MULTI-SCALE MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS A. BASIC MORPHOLOGICAL THEORIES
The morphological theory was initially introduced by Serra [31] . Four operators are needed in the morphological analysis, including erosion, dilation, opening and closing. Let f (n) be a one-dimensional discrete signal, which is the function over a domain F = (0, 1, · · · , N − 1), and let g(m) be a one-dimensional discrete signal, which is the function over a domain G = (0, 1, · · · , M − 1), where M ≤ N . These operators can be expressed as below:
where , ⊕, • and • represent erosion operator, dilation operator, opening operator and closing operator, respectively. Known that the opening and closing operators can detect the negative and positive impulses, respectively [32] . Therefore, the four operators can be combined to filter noise and strengthen impulsive characteristics. In this paper, the DIF operator is applied, which can be defined as follows:
B. MULTI-SCALE MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
Classic morphological analysis performs a single-scale analysis [31] . However, single-scale morphological analysis with a fixed SE is highly depended on prior knowledge, which is not always available in some special situations. Furthermore, the gearbox fault information often spreads over multiple scales, the single-scale morphological analysis may suffer from the lack of completeness in the extraction of impulsive features [29] , [33] . The advantage of multi-scale morphological analysis (MMA) in extracting the fault features has been proven in [33] . The detailed steps of MMA can be described as below: Let g be the unit structure element and λ(λ = 1, 2, · · · λ max ) be the scale, and the SE at scale λ can be defined as:
The erosion operator and dilation operator of f (n) at the scale λ can be expressed as:
The opening operator and closing operator of f (n) at the scale λ can be expressed as:
Correspondingly, the multiscale difference operator can be expressed as:
In real applications, MMA is inefficient and timeconsuming [29] , [34] . The adaptive multi-scale morphological analysis (AMMA) was proposed to overcome the above shortcomings of MMA by Zhang et al. [29] . The main calculation procedures of AMMA can be summarized into four steps. First, define the morphological length scale based on the extreme points. Second, determine the height scale of structure element (SE). Third, calculate the SE and conduct the demodulation analysis in all scales. The final result can be obtained by averaging the morphological analysis results. However, in AMMA method, the small-scale morphological analysis can maintain the impulse details of the signal shape but the noise is not restrained, while the large-scale morphological analysis can restrain the noise but the fault information embedded in signal is discarded.
Criterion should be established to measure the performance of filtering result in each scale of AMMA and set the weighted coefficient for each one. A reliable criterion is adopted for calculation of the weighted coefficients. In this study, a characteristic frequency ratio (CFR) is adopted as a reference to evaluate the filtering analysis result and calculate the weighted coefficient in each scale in this paper.
The definition of CFR is on the basis of envelope spectrum analysis using Hilbert transform (HT) technique. Two steps are included in the envelope spectrum analysis. First, we apply the HT technique to compute the instantaneous amplitude (IA). Second, in order to get the envelope spectrum, apply FFT in the obtained IA. When an early fault occurred on the gears, the fault type is unknown, thereby, all possible fault frequencies should be contained in CFR criterion. The CFR is defined as below:
where A k I , A k II and A k III represent the amplitude of the kth harmonic of the gear fault frequency, respectively. A f i is the amplitude of the interested frequency. M is the number of harmonics of the fault frequency and N is the number of frequency components in the frequency spectrum. CFR is defined based on the HT analysis. The HT method has been proved to be an effective tool to detect the localized damage in rotating machinery [35] . It can extract the gear characteristic defect frequencies along with the modulations. Therefore, the CFR represents the portion of the fault frequency energy to the overall frequency energy. A larger CFR value indicates a better fault frequency detection performance [35] - [37] . In this paper, we set M = 2 and N = 200. With the help of CFR, the detailed procedures of WAMMA can be described as follows:
(1) Select the structure element SE is another crucial component except the morphological operators in morphological analysis. The signal shape, height and length determine SE value. The widely used types includes flat SE, triangular SE and semicircular SE as shown in Fig. 1 . Flat SE only has the length parameter, but triangular SE and semicircular SE have two parameters: length and height. The flat SE, triangular SE and semicircular SE may be good to extract the morphological feature of vibration signal. According to [32] , [34] , and [36] , the triangular SE performs best in extracting the fault features. Therefore, the triangular SE is selected in this paper.
(2) Define the length scale λ l of SE Assume the original signal X = {x n |n = 1, 2, · · · , N }(N is the length of the signal) as the zero-mean signal, only the positive peaks are obtained. Let P = {p k |k = 1, 2, · · · , N k } be the positive peak series, where N k is the number of peaks. If N k > 1, peak interval I is defined as I = {i n |i n = p k+1 − p k , k = 1, 2 · · · N k − 1}, λ lmin and λ lmax are the minimum and maximum length scales of SE, respectively.
[
where • represents the operator of round toward infinity, and • represents the operator of round toward minus infinity. Then, the length of multi-scale morphological analysis is:
Determine the height scale λ h of SE as:
where j = 1, 2, · · · , λ lmax − λ lmin + 1, β is a magnitude coefficient (0 < β < 1). Here, we set β = 1/3 in this paper. (4) Compute the SE at all scales According to λ l and λ h , the SE scales of WAMMA are defined as:
where g is the unit SE. 
(7) Calculate the final resulting signal according to (24)
It can be found that a larger CFR value corresponds to a larger weighted coefficient ω. In this way, the impulsive features aroused by the localized damage can be extracted effectively. The flowchart of proposed WAMMA method is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 illustrates the detailed procedures of proposed WAMMA method. First, compute the positive peaks of the signal and the peak vector is {p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 }. Second, the peak interval can be obtained as {i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 } . From the peak interval, morphological length scales can be obtained, and then the length scales and height scales can be got according to Eq. (20) and Eq. (21), respectively. Third, we calculate the CFR values at different scales and then obtain the weighted coefficient for each scale. Fig. 4 shows the first three scales of triangle SE. In practical applications, more scales will be used. 
D. CASE STUDY

IV. THE PROPOSED FAULT DIAGNOSIS METHOD
In this paper, a novel method for early fault signature extraction is proposed. The general procedures are summarized as follows:
Step 1: EEMD is first adopted to decompose the vibration signal into a series of IMF components;
Step 2: Select the IMFs according to the criterion in Section II.B and reconstruct the main component for further analysis;
Step 3: WAMMA is adopted to demodulate the main signal;
Step 4: Conduct the FFT spectrum according to detect the fault frequency.
The flowchart of proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 . To show the advantage of proposed method, the direct application of WAMMA, EEMD-AMMA and EEMD-WAMMA are all adopted to extract the weak fault characteristics. Furthermore, the characteristic frequency intensity coefficient (CFIC) [35] and CPU running time are employed to evaluate their performance.
A. EXPERIMENT 1: EARLY GEAR WEARING FAULT DIAGNOSIS
A gearbox at Aircraft Dynamics and Control Lab, Harbin Institute of Technology was applied to collect the experimental data [37] . This test rig contains an electric motor, a timing belt, a gearbox, a magnetic brake, a speed controller, a brake controller, an accelerometer and a data acquisition system, as shown in Fig. 6 . As seen in Fig. 6(b) , Gear 1 (driving gear) is perfect and gear 2 (driven gear) has the localized damage. The parameters of the gearbox are shown in Table 2 . Accelerometer sensor was mounted on the base of the gearbox to collect the vibration signals. The signal sampling frequency was 10,000Hz. The driving gear runs at 1500rpm and the rotating frequency of driving gear was 25Hz (defined as f I = 25Hz), while the rotating frequency of driven gear is 18.33Hz (defined as f I = 18.33Hz) [37] . Because gear 2 has occured the localized damage, the fault frequency is the rotating frequency of gear 2 (f II = 18.33Hz). In this experiment, three damage levels are designed and Fig. 7 shows the four health conditions, including perfect, early wearing fault, medium wearing fault and severe wearing fault. Let a represents the roof chordal tooth thickness. For a perfect gear, the roof chordal tooth thickness is a=1.2mm as shown in Fig. 7(a) . Here, we select gear with the roof chordal tooth thickness a=1.0mm (each tooth surface with wearing depth of 0.1mm) as the early wearing gear, as shown in Fig. 7(b) .
The time domain waveform of the early wearing fault vibration signal of the gearbox is shown in Fig. 8 . Gear 2 is used as the tested gear with wearing fault in this experiment, the fault frequency is f II = 18.33Hz. The HT is adopted to analyze the vibration signals. Fig. 9 presents the analysis results from this experiment. As seen from Fig. 9 , the fault frequency of 18.33Hz cannot be detected in the HT spectrum. Therefore, the proposed EEMD-WAMMA is applied to analyze the vibration signal. To verify the superiority of the proposed method, WAMMA, EEMD-AMMA and EEMD-WAMMA are all used to process the early wearing fault vibration signal. The results of WAMMA analysis can be seen from Fig. 10 . As seen in Fig. 10(b) , the fault frequency (f II = 18.33Hz) can be detected. However, its second harmonic (2f II = 36.66Hz) is not prominent and there are large interference amplitude during the f II and 2f II . Then, EEMD is adopted to decompose the gearbox vibration signal in Fig. 8 . The results can be seen in Fig. 11 . According to IMF selection criterion described in Section 2.2, the correlation coefficients µ i between the IMFs and the original signal are calculated in Table. 4 In Experiment 1, ε = max(µ i ) η = 0.7584 10 = 0.07584. With the IMF selection criterion: if µ i ≥ ε, keep the IM F i . So the first three IMFs are chosen to reconstruct the main component.
For comparison purpose, Fig. 12 gives the analysis results using EEMD-AMMA method. As seen in Fig. 11 , the fault frequency can be observed. However, there are some interference frequencies around the frequency f II and no clear second harmonic frequency. The EEMD-WAMMA analysis result is shown in Fig. 13 . As seen in Fig. 13(b) , the fault frequencies and its second harmonic frequency f II can be clearly detected with less interference frequencies.
Furthermore, the CFIC index and CPU running time are adopted to evaluate the performance of the above three methods [35] . The results are shown in Table 4 . EEMD-WAMMA has the largest CFIC value, which indicates that the proposed method performs best in extracting the weak fault signature comparing with WAMMA and EEMD-AMMA. In the terms of CPU running time, EEMD-WAMMA takes the longest time.
B. EXPERIMENT 2: EARLY GEAR CRACK FAULT DIAGNOSIS
The accelerometer was installed on the outer surface of the gearbox to collect the vibration signal in Experiment 2 [8] . Fig. 14 presents the experimental fault platform of the gearbox. The experimental platform is made up of a gearbox, a three-phase induction motor and a magnetic brake. The magnetic brake was used to produce load and its torque can be controlled by a brake controller. A speed controller was used to control the rotating speed of motor. As shown in Fig. 14(b) , the gearbox consists of three shafts. On shaft 1(the input shaft), gear 1 has 48 teeth. On shaft 2, gear 2 has 16 teeth and gear 3 has 24 teeth. On shaft 3 (the output shaft), gear 4 has 40 teeth. Gear 3 is the tested gear with crack fault. The rotating speed was set as 1200rpm, the gear 3 fault frequency was 14.29Hz (expressed as f II = 14.29Hz). The sample frequency was 5120 Hz. In this experiment, the number of data points in each sample was set at 8192 according to the characteristics of the DAQ system. Fig. 15 illustrates the figure of the gears with different crack damage levels. In this experiment, the gear with 25% crack fault is regarded as the early fault stage, as shown in Fig. 15(a) The time domain waveform of the early crack fault vibration signal is shown in Fig. 16 . Since the crack fault occurs on gear 3, the fault frequency is f II = 14.29Hz Hz. The HT is adopted to analyze the vibration signals. Fig. 17 presents the analysis result. The fault frequency f II = 14.29Hz cannot be found in the HT spectrum. This suggests that the traditional HT analysis is not effective in the early fault detection.
Similar to Experiment 1, WAMMA, EEMD-AMMA and EEMD-WAMMA are all adopted to analyze the early crack fault vibration signal of gearbox. The result of WAMMA analysis is presented in Fig. 18 . As seen in Fig. 18(b) , the fault frequency (f II = 14.29Hz) can be found. However, there are strong interference amplitude around the f II and its second harmonic (2f II = 28.58Hz) cannot be detected. Then, EEMD is applied to decompose the early crack vibration signal of gearboxes. Fig. 19 shows the EEMD decomposition results. In addition, Table. 5 signal, the obtained result is shown in Fig. 20 . In Fig. 20(b) , the first frequency is observed obviously, but the second harmonic frequency is not evident. Finally, we apply the proposed approach to extract the weak feature. Fig. 21 presents the analysis result of EEMD-WAMMA. As seen in Fig. 21(b) , the spectral line of the fault frequency (f II = 14.29Hz) and its second harmonic (2f II = 28.58) can be clearly observed.
Meanwhile, CFIC value and CPU running time of the three methods are calculated and their results are shown in Table 6 . We find that EEMD-WAMMA has the best performance with largest CFIC value. Considering CPU running time, WAMMA method takes the least time, while EEMD-AMMA and EEMD-WAMMA take almost the same time.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel approach based on EEMD and WAMMA was proposed to extract the early weak fault feature of gearboxes. The effectiveness of the proposed method is validated using two experimental data from gearboxes at early fault stage. Results show that the proposed method can effectively extract fault feature in weak signal. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
(1) A criterion called CFR is used to determine the weighted coefficient for each scale of AMMA, which ensures better performance of WAMMA in the demodulation analysis;
(2) The combination of EEMD and WAMMA improves the fault feature extraction ability; (3) The adavantage of proposed method was demonstrated using two experimental signals by comparing with WAMMA and EEMD-AMMA methods.
PROSPECT
In this study, the effectiveness of the proposed method was validated through two gearboxes with single fault. Further work for a gearbox with multiple faults will be considered.
